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1. Introduction.

In [1], Johnson and Lapidus introduced a family {At\t > 0} of 
Banach algebras of functionals on Wiener space and showed that for 
every F in Atl the analytic operator-valued function space integral 

exists for all nonzero complex numbers A with nonnegative real 
part. In [2, 3] Johnson and Lapidus introduced a noncommutative 
multiplication * having the property that if F E Ati and G 6 At2 
then F * G E and

K^+t2(F * G) = 7아1 (F)7i$2((?).

Note that for F, (7 in At, F * G is not in At but rather is in A2t 
and so the multiplication * is not internal to the Banach algebra At. 
In [4], the second author and professor Skoug introduced an internal 
noncommutative multiplication ® on At having the property that for 
」F\ G in At^ F ® (우 is in A： and

쪼!= J아a(F)K；a(G)

for all nonzero A with nonnegative real part.
In this paper we introduce an internal noncommutative addition ® 

on At having the property that for F, G in At^ F ® G is in At and

K{(F eG) = K2X(F) exp(—2Xffo/f) + exp(—2XEfo/f)K2A(G)

for all nonzero A with nonnegative real part where Hq is a free Hamil
tonian.
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2. Preliminaries.

We will adopt much of the notation and terminology used in [1, 3]. 
However, we will include a brief description of the Banach algebra At 
and the operator-valued function space interal 시(F).

Let (7, C十, and CQ denote the complex numbers, the complex 
numbers with positive real part, and the nonzero complex numbers 
with nonnegative real part respectively. Let L2(RN) denote the space 
of Borel measurable, (7-valued functions 砂 on RN such that |{이2 is 
integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure on RN.

For given f > 0, let 이0, i] denote the 2?八『-valued continuous on [0, t] 
and let Co[0, t] denote Wiener space; that is the set of all functions in 
이0,i] that vanish at 0. Let m[o,t] denote Wiener measure on Co[0,t].

Let F : C[0,/] — (7 be Borel measurable. For given A > 0, 씨 G 
and f G I긴幻, consider the expression

(1) CW2%)(e)= [ FWa+HWrVMJKJmwGr).
*o[O,t]

The operator-valued function space integral K\(F) exists for A > 0 
if (1) defines A$(F) as an element of (刀乂丘지)), the space of bounded 
linear operators on If, in addition, K{(F), as a function of
A, has an extension to an analytic function on (7十 and to a strongly 
continuous function on C；, we say that exists for A 6 CQ\ 
When A is purely imaginary K^(F) is called the analytic operator
valued Feynman integral of F,

Let M[0,t) denote the space of (7-valued Borel measures on [(〕,/). 
Given rj € M[0,'), let Looi^fO, t) denote the class of all Borel mea
surable function 0 : [0, t) x RN — C such that

||이|(x〉l;?7 = / ||이(臥 *)||시7710s) <

At consists of all functions (actually equivalence classes of functions) 
on C[0, Z] of the form

아n,k(、臥 ⑦(昌)) 成7n,k(昌)

oo Tn * 
짜)=e ii /、 

n=0 k=l 시0,<)
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where
oo mn

(2) 리 ij IPalhw—k 느 °°-

n=0 k=l

For F G At, let ||F||t be the infimum of the left-hand side of (2) over all 
such representations of F. In [1, Theorem 6.1], Johnson and Lapidus 
show that |p ||t) is a commutative Banach algebra under pointwise 
multiplication and addition. In addition they show that given F € Atj 
K〈(F) exists for all A € (7Q and saitsfies ||K$(2고)|| < ||F||t. For A in 
(7辛, 사 in L2(Rn\ R in RN and positive real number t,

exp(—= (스) 2 JrN 洲아) 6Xp (三사읏〒하저) dmL"

where if N is odd we always choose A* with nonnegative real part 
and if Re A = 0 the integral in the above should be interpreted in the 
mean just as in the theory of the 1」位 Fourier transform and Hq is a 
free Hamiltonim. Then as a function A, exp(—AHo/t) is analytic in 
(7十, weakly continuous in CQ* and || exp(—AIfo/t)|| < 1.

Let a and b be positive real numbers. Let Ea,b : 이0, a] —> 이0, &] 
be given by the formula

(3) Ea,b(、:W) = yg (으) .

for 0 < s < b. Then Ea^ is bijective and continuous under the 
topology of uniform convergence. From [4], we obtain the following 
lemma.

Lemma 1. m(o,a] = m(0,
Let F be a function on Aa. Then we can write F in the form

(4)
oo mn 厂

乃(⑦) = 리 H / 아n,k(3》x
n=0 k=l』[°’a)

(昌)) 成7n,jU>)

where each r]nik is in M[0,a) and each 0n,k is in Lool;rin k. Now for 
each n and k we define a measure fjn,k in Af [0, 응‘) by the formula

血,a：(B) = 7/n,k(2B)
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for each Borel subset B of [0, 응‘). We also define @n,k in Looi^n k 
by 瓦白리, 沙) = @n,k(2<s,v) for all (<s,v) € [0, y) x RN. We note that 
IpMjJI = ||?7n,A：|| 헤id ||^n,k||ooi；#njb = ||^n,k||ooi；?；—• Now we define 
百 : C[0,y —Cby

(5)
oo mn 广==£it) ◎n,k(t,y(t))dijn,k(t).

It is quite easy to verify that F is in H이2 with ||F||a/2 = ||F||a.

From [4], we obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let F in Ha be given by (4) and let F be given by (5). 
Then

K臥F〉= I에(百') for all A in C；.

For x 6 이0,a] let Ri(x) be the restriction of x to [0, 응]; that is to 
say Ri : 이0, a] —수 이0, 을’] is given by = x(s) for 0 < s < a/2.
Also for x E 이0, a] let 7?2(鉛) be the restriction of x to [a/2, a]; that 
is to say : 이0,a] —> 이a/2,a] is given by 7?2(⑦)(呂) = :心(占) for 
a/2 < s < a. Also let T : 이a/2,a] — 이0,《z/2] be the translation 
map

T(⑦)(3) = :r(<s + a/2), 0 < 3 < a/2.

DEFINITION. For F and G in Ha, we define F0G : 이0,a] — C by 
the formula

(6) (F ® G)(x) = 可凡位)자(T(7?2(z))).

REMARK: In view of the definition of * given by equation (3,2) of 
[3] we see that F0G = F*G.

From [4], we obtain the following lemma.

LEMMA 3. For G in Aa, F ® G is in Aa and K^(F (g) (우) = 
K쑤(F)K흐(G) for all X in C；三

3. The addition operator ®.

In this section we introduce the internal noncommutative addition 
® on Aa>
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DEFINITION. For F and G in Aa, we define 2고®(우 : 이0,a] — C by 
the formula

(7) (F ® G)Gr) = 百(2?i(z)) + 存(T(I?2(z))).

DEFINITION. Let 1 be a functional on 이0, a] with I(x) = 1 for all 
x in 이0, a].

Easily, we have /(⑦) = 1 for x € C[0,a/2] and I E Ha. In generally, 
F 0 I and F are not same but I ® I = I. Since F 0 I = F o Ri(x) 
and 10 G = G oT o JR2, F®G = F®I+I®G. Hence we have the 
following theorem.

Theorem 1. For F and G in Aa, F ® G in Aa and K；(F © G) = 
A$A(F)exp(—2AZfo/《z) + exp(—2AH0 /for all A in CQ.

Proof： Since

K》(F洲 = / I(A—1/2冗 十 F)WT니2x(a) + 0 Jm[o,a](a:)
v/co[0,a]

= f 洲入“야⑦(«) _|_f) 시m[o,a]0) = [exp(—XETo/》〉]($)

Jco[O,a]

for 0 e L2(Rn), A > 0 and e G RN, 

=1아X(F)K쓰(I) + K쑤 (I)K쓰 (G)
=7아a(F) exp(—2A2To/a) + exp(—2A2fo/a)유A(G) for all A in CQ.

For F in Aa, we easily check that (F)p = Fp for any natural number
P-

Theorem 2. For F, G in Aa,

"▽)"= E 찌
p 十 g=n 厂 3

Here, we adopt the conventions F° = I = (구0.
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Proof. Let X G Co[0, a]. Then

(F © G)n(x) = (Fo 2?i(z) 十즈o T。j?2(z))n

.바 乃 | —
= E @(存。凡(功히(주。To/wor 

z—' »! ql
p+g=n 흐 ，

= 乞 쁘西0水10)저70刀 0효2(z)

p4»g=：n 胃’ 버 *

= y ^Fp®Gq.
p急 n"

Theorem 3. For F, G in Aa, eFeG e Aa and

exp(F © (우) = exp(F) ® exp((우).

Moreover,

K2\(eF^G) = 2f$A(expF)K}\(exp(구) for all X in C^.

Proof. Let X e Co[O, a]. Then

OO - OO g

exp(F © G)(a：) = £ -7(^ ® G)^(^) = £ £ "U가’ ® 유)^) 
9 If • Z/» (J •

n=0 n=0 p+g=n x x

00 00 - 00 - 00. 1
= E£ -_pF개’ ®(우?(z) = 乞 ^Fp ®

p=0 g=0 지 이 n=0 오 n=0 이

= exp(F) ® exp((우).

The rest part of this proof is trivial.
REMARK. It is well-known that if ® is a noncommutative operator, 

then the formula

exp(A ® B) = exp(A) exp(B)

may fail. Nevertheless, in this case, this rule holds.
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